“We withdrew our forces too soon,” South Carolina Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham told CBS’s “This Morning” on Monday. “We need more trainers, more advisers, more Iraqi security force units. We don’t have enough military presence to change the tide of battle.”

Arizona Republican Sen. John McCain, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, told Fox News the Ramadi takeover and the overall U.S. foreign policy toward eliminating the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria is “one of the most disgraceful episodes in American history.”

Meanwhile, a small rise in core euro zone inflation, was offset by the UK where it turned negative for the first time since the 1960’s. That knocked sterling as it fell for a third straight day against a broadly stronger dollar.

That spoiled yet another impressive start by Harvey, who has now thrown 16 straight scoreless innings, dating back to his May 8 loss in Philadelphia. That matches Harvey’s career-high scoreless innings streak.

SWEETWATER, Fla. (AP) — Jeb Bush returned Monday to his South Florida political roots with a $25-a-person fundraiser for his political action committee, a contrast with recent private high-roller events.

Two key pieces of data today. Germany’s ZEW sentiment index will give an early reading for activity in May after first quarter growth slowed in Europe’s largest economy. UK inflation is forecast to hold at zero in April, with expectations of a first increase in interest rates now pushing back into 2016, particularly if the Conservative government means what it says about the epic scale of public spending cuts it has in the
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"I'm entirely happy with the six years but is he going to serve it?" she asked. Tolken, who now lives in New Zealand, said she will no longer travel to South Africa to attend court proceedings.
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The Israeli official's comments appeared to be an attempt to portray the United States as being lax in enforcing current economic restrictions even as it promises to reimpose them if Iran fails to honour terms of a nuclear deal now undergoing negotiation with six world powers including Washington.

The issue has touched a raw nerve in a country that has been accused of not confronting the role some Lithuanians played in killing Jews during the 1941-44 Nazi occupation. More than 90 percent of Lithuania's prewar Jewish population of 240,000 was killed.

This might not seem like a huge advantage, but it requires some sophisticated thermal engineering - especially for a beast this size: the opah in the study weighed from 22kg to 68kg but the species has been known to reach 270kg.

LONDON, May 19 (Reuters) - The euro tumbled on Tuesday and the region's stocks and bonds jumped after the European Central Bank signalled it would speed up its 1 trillion euro bond-buying programme for the next two months ahead of an expected summer lull.
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D.C. fire officials said there was a "report of a feeder cable" that was on fire. Tim Wilson, a spokesman for the D.C. Fire department said in an email that there was "no indication of how it started." No injuries were reported.

The forex reserves of Africa's biggest economy and top crude exporter have been on the decline since last year when the central bank used the reserves to support the ailing naira currency,
which has depreciated by 7.5 percent so far this year due to falling global oil prices.

New studies now suggest that dense breast tissue can actually mask what may turn out be small tumors that would normally show on a mammography image. Furthermore, dense breast tissue may also be a very good risk factor for breast cancer and that makes accurate mammograms all the more important.

Specifically, it’s offering a new set of public cloud services in Bluemix, its Platform as a Service and Softlayer, the company’s Infrastructure as a Service offering. The new tools aim to simplify OpenStack. Up until now, for the most part, OpenStack has required a high level of technical expertise, a requirement that has kept many interested companies on the sidelines or working on small experimental projects. IBM and others want to mainstream the project now and by making services available that remove some of that complexity, it hopes to attract more customers.